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SUMMARY
The marketplace for video distribution has changed dramatically over the past decade
and continues to evolve at an ever-quickening pace. Although these changes have significantly
increased the competition that broadcasters face for viewers and advertisers, broadcasters are
continuing to expand the services they provide. Broadcasters are deploying spectrum in innovative
new ways, including by offering increased HD programming services, diverse multicast services, and
Mobile DTV service. More than 70 stations already have commenced providing Mobile DTV service
and many more will do so over the coming months. Mobile DTV is a spectrally efficient, robust overthe-air service that provides viewers with access to local news and other popular video content on an
on-the-go basis.
As broadcasters continue to innovate, they also continue to build on their traditional
strengths, including high-quality national and local programming. Broadcasters are, almost without
exception, the only participants in the video marketplace that produce and distribute local news,
weather, and public affairs programming. Local broadcasting is particularly critical during times of
emergencies, providing life-saving coverage of the recent tornadoes that ripped through Tuscaloosa,
Alabama and Joplin, Missouri, as well as innumerable other severe weather events. This extensive
local service simply is not available from cable, DBS, or Internet sources, except to the extent it is
retransmitted from, or otherwise made available by, local broadcast stations. Consistent with stations’
significant investments in news and weather coverage, a majority of Americans continue to turn to a
local television station for these services rather than other media platforms or emerging online sources.
And the amount of news programming offered by television stations is at a record high.
In addition, the broadcast distribution model and reliance on free, over-the-air (“OTA”)
television is increasing in popularity. Recent studies show that more and more households are “cutting
the cord” and eliminating pay-TV service in their homes, electing instead to rely on over-the-air
service. Younger adults are more likely to cut the cord and access TV programming exclusively
through OTA reception, perhaps supplementing their service with online, on-demand video offerings.
However, broadcast-only households skew not only toward young adults, but also to minorities and
lower-income families: both minorities and low-income households rely more heavily on OTA
broadcast reception than the general population.
The important public interest benefits of the broadcast model — including the local
programming provided by stations and free, over-the-air distribution of all their programming — are
enhanced when broadcasters are able to negotiate freely for retransmission consent compensation. As
NAB has previously discussed in detail in other proceedings, the Commission should reject requests
from pay TV providers to interfere in these market-based negotiations. In addition, the Commission
should not hinder broadcasters’ locally-oriented service by continuing to maintain out-of-date and
asymmetric ownership rules that restrict local stations but not their marketplace competitors.
More television programming is available online than ever before, including local
broadcast station programming available through local websites and mobile sites. Local stations are
making serious investments in their online offerings to better serve viewers, and the introduction of
“hyper-local” video news coverage is but one example of the innovative online video offerings that
stations are providing their viewers. The Commission should continue to monitor the status and
impact of these online video offerings. However, at this time, it would be premature to create a
classification system for online video. These are nascent offerings using diverse technologies and
business models, and the Commission should not attempt to create specific designations or definitions
at this early stage.
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To: The Commission
COMMENTS OF THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BROADCASTERS
The television broadcasters represented by the National Association of
Broadcasters (“NAB”)1 are competing against a larger and more complex array of video
competitors than ever before, both for viewers’ attention and for advertisers’ resources. In
addition to traditional video competitors, the past year has seen dramatic increases in online
video distribution. Despite one of the most challenging economies in history and an intensely
competitive video marketplace, the nation’s television broadcasters are continuing to invest in
local and national news resources, continuing to launch new digital multicast channels on a free,
over-the-air basis in their communities, and launching an innovative new Mobile DTV service
across the country. Reliance on over-the-air (“OTA”) reception of television stations continues
to increase, as viewers recognize the value provided by additional free digital services and the
potential to supplement OTA reception with online services for national entertainment

1

NAB is a nonprofit trade association that advocates on behalf of local radio and television
stations and also broadcast networks before Congress, the Federal Communications Commission
and other federal agencies, and the courts.

1

programming. Overall, the television broadcast industry continues to play a vital role in a highly
competitive marketplace, for the continued and expanded benefit of the American public.
I.

THE BROADCAST TELEVISION MARKETPLACE
A.

Broadcasters Are Competing Effectively and Providing Increased Services
Despite Ever Greater Numbers of Video Competitors.
The NOI in this proceeding seeks data on broadcasters’ competitive situation and

strategies.2 Television broadcasters are competing harder than ever for both advertisers and
viewers against a large array of competitive video services. That broadcasters face more
competition than ever need not be belabored. Multichannel video programming distributors
(“MVPDs”), including cable, direct broadcast satellite (“DBS”) services, and telephone networkbased video distribution, as well as online video, all now compete with over-the-air television
broadcasting for viewers and advertising.3
Although competition has grown with technological innovation, so too have the
opportunities for broadcasters to provide even more effective service to their communities of
license. The transition to digital television has enabled local stations to broadcast news, sports,
movies, and other programming in high definition (“HD”). The superior picture quality of HD
programming improves the appearance of programming and commercials, providing more value
for viewers and advertisers.4 The advent of digital television also has provided the opportunity

2

See Notice of Inquiry, Annual Assessment of the Status of Competition in the Market for the
Delivery of Video Programming, MB Docket No. 07-269, at paras. 41-45 (Apr. 21, 2011)
(“NOI”).
3

Id. at para. 2.

4

From 2003 to 2009, consumers invested over $109.8 billion in HD television sets. See
Consumer Electronics Association (“CEA”), FastFacts Historical Data (2009).
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for television broadcasters to provide free, over-the-air multicast channels to their communities,
adding depth and breadth to the Nation’s video offerings. Additionally, broadcasters view the
Internet not only as a source of competition but also as an opportunity for innovation, a source of
new opportunities to serve their communities, and to earn new revenue. Station websites provide
opportunities to expand news and programming availability, offer additional multimedia services,
and provide new revenue streams, and mobile applications provide expanded opportunities for
broadcasters to service audiences on the move.5 Moreover, as detailed below, the growth of
Mobile DTV will open the mobile device market to efficiently delivered, one-to-many mobile
broadcast programming.
As broadcasters continue to innovate, they also continue to build on their
traditional strengths, including high-quality national and local programming. Despite the vast
increase in the number of non-broadcast programming channels, national broadcast television
programming remains substantially more popular than cable programming.6 And the Nation’s
television broadcasters create and distribute local programming, offering their viewers
community-focused local news and emergency information, among other local offerings.

5

See Comments of NAB, Examination of the Future of Media and Information Needs of
Communities in a Digital Age, GN Docket No. 10-25, at 30-31 (May 7, 2010) (“NAB Future of
Media Comments”).
6

Broadcasters typically represent 90-98 of the top 100 primetime programs viewed each week.
See, e.g., TVB’s Ratings Track for the week ending May 15, 2011, available at
http://www.tvb.org/measurement/4747/249136 (noting that broadcasters delivered 93 of the top
100 programs among adults 18-49). During the 2009-2010 television season, broadcast
television programs represented 98 of the top 100 programs, as well as 302 of the top 312
programs. TVB, “TV Basics,” at 11, available at http://www.tvb.org/media/file/TV_Basics.pdf.

3

The NOI asks how video programming differs between rural and urban areas and
in particular whether access to certain forms of video programming is lacking in rural areas.7
Broadcasters across the country are justifiably proud of their unique dedication to serving their
local communities, including rural areas underserved by other video providers.8 In prior
submissions to the Commission, NAB has demonstrated the wide reach of local television
stations’ signals. When taking into account full-power stations, TV translators, Class A stations
and low-power TV stations, 99.24 percent of the total U.S. population has access to at least one
in-state TV station over the air. Additionally, consumers across all counties nationwide receive,
on a weighted average basis, 17.6 in-state TV stations and 4.5 out-of-state stations over the air.9
Rural communities are not the only underserved communities that depend on and
receive programming from broadcasters. As we have documented previously, broadcasters’
local news and other programming plays an especially important role for African-Americans,
Hispanic communities, women, and older Americans.10

7

See NOI at para. 57.

8

As the Commission recently noted, broadband deployment is still lacking in many rural areas.
See Inquiry Concerning the Deployment of Advanced Telecommunications Capability to All
Americans in a Reasonable and Timely Fashion, and Possible Steps to Accelerate Such
Deployment Pursuant to Section 706 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, as Amended by the
Broadband Data Improvement Act, Seventh Broadband Progress Report and Order on
Reconsideration, GN Docket No. 10-159, at paras. 1-4 (May 20, 2011).
9

Reply Comments of NAB, Report Required by the Satellite Television Extension and Localism
Act On In-State Broadcast Programming, MB Docket No. 10-238, at 2 (Feb. 22, 2011).

10

See Comments of NAB, Examination of the Future of Media and Information Needs of
Communities in a Digital Age, GN Docket No. 10-25 at 6 (May 7, 2010). See also Pew Research
Center, “Understanding the Participatory News Consumer: How Internet and Cell Phone Users
Have Turned News Into A Social Experience,” at 3 (March 1, 2010) (“Pew Participatory News
Consumer Study”) (demonstrating heightened importance of local television news for AfricanAmericans, women, and older Americans); Reply Comments of Univision Communications, Inc.,
(continued…)
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B.

Trends in the Number of Households that Rely Exclusively on Over-the-Air
Broadcast Television Service Reveal That Increasing Numbers of Americans
Rely on Spectrum-Based Reception.
Local broadcasters offer program services on a free OTA basis that are desirable,

unique, diverse, and competitive with the services provided by pay-television providers. Free
OTA service gives consumers the ability to receive numerous channels of HD programming and
digital multicast services, including highly popular national network programming; local news
and public affairs programming, and other locally responsive programming; entertainment
programming; sports programming; and emergency information and alerts. The NOI asks about
trends in reliance on OTA television service,11 and this trend is clear: it is decidedly towards
increased reliance by consumers on OTA service. According to a new study, the number of
Americans that rely exclusively on OTA broadcast television increased by 4 million over the past
year. As of June 2011, a total of 46 million Americans, up from 42 million last year, rely solely
on OTA television reception.12
With local broadcasters offering compelling and valuable programming at no
charge on an OTA basis, consumers increasingly are cutting the cord and cancelling their

NBP Public Notice #6, GN Docket Nos. 09-47 et al., at 3 (Nov. 13, 2009) (stating that within the
Hispanic community, there is “disproportionate reliance on over-the-air broadcasts”); Comments
of Univision Communications, Inc., Innovation in the Broadcast Television Bands: Allocations,
Channel Sharing and Improvements to VHF, ET Docket No. 10-235, at 1-3 (May 18, 2011)
(“[T]he broadcast medium plays a significant role in serving the news, information, and other
media and communications needs of minority groups, especially the growing Hispanic
community.”).
11

NOI at para. 36.

12

Knowledge Networks, Press Release, “Over-the-Air TV Homes Now Include 46 Million
Consumers” (June 6, 2011) (“Knowledge Networks Press Release”) (describing results of survey
fielded in March and April 2011 based on interviews with 3,343 households, including
representative portions of cell-phone-only, non-Internet, and Spanish-speaking homes).
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subscriptions to expensive MVPD services.13 According to Convergence Consulting Group, one
million households cut the cord in 2010, and approximately 2.07 million U.S. television
households will have cut the cord between 2008 and the end of this year.14 According to another
recent survey, approximately 4 percent of TV households in total—or five million homes—have
eliminated pay-TV service in their home at some point in the past and now rely only on OTA
reception.15 Younger adults are more likely to cut the cord and access TV programming
exclusively through OTA broadcast signals.16 One survey has indicated that 60 percent of
Generation Y is “leaning toward or seriously considering ‘cutting the cord,’”17 while another
showed that 7 percent of current pay-TV subscribers are considering canceling their service—not
surprising in light of the ever-increasing costs of subscribing to MVPD service.18

13

See Knowledge Networks Press Release (2011 survey found that 15 percent of all U.S.
households rely solely on OTA signals to watch television programming, up from 14 percent).
14

See Don Reisenger, “Study: More TV Viewers in U.S. ‘Cutting the Cord,’” CNET News (Apr.
6, 2011), available at http://news.cnet.com/8301-13506_3-20051202-17.html.

15

Knowledge Neworks Press Release.

16

Id.

17

See Ideas and Solutions! Inc., “What Gen Y Thinks About Pay TV and Cord Cutting,” study
summarized at http://www.ideasolutions.com/cable-cord-cutting-study-information.html.
Generation Y consists of people between the ages of 18 and 29—a demographic of 70 million
people. See Daniel Rowinski, “Study: 60% of Generation Y Leaning Toward Cutting the Cord,”
Read Write Web (May 31, 2011), available at
http://www.readwriteweb.com/archives/study_60_of_generation_y_leaning_to_cutting_the_co.p
hp.
18

See Todd Spangler, “Survey: 7% of Pay-TV Subs Pondering Pulling the Plug,” Multichannel
News (Apr. 25, 2011); see also James Gallagher, “Cutting the Cable TV Cord,” STLToday (Mar.
30, 2011), available at http://stltoday.com/business/local/article_f588c958-d382-580e-a142df273a5d3cfb.html; Implementation of Section 3 of the Cable Television Consumer Protection
and Competition Act of 1992, Report on Cable Industry Prices, MM Docket No. 92-266, DA 11284, at para. 2 (Feb. 14, 2011) (noting that the average monthly price of expanded basic service
(continued…)
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Approximately 20 percent of homes with a head of household age 18-34 are already broadcastonly.19 Due to these demographic trends, reliance on OTA television service can be anticipated
to increase in the future.
Broadcast-only households skew not only toward younger adults, but also to
minorities and lower-income families. Certain minority groups rely more heavily on broadcast
reception than the general population, including 17 percent of African-American households and
23 percent of Hispanic homes (but 27 percent of homes in which Spanish is the primary
language).20 One fourth of Asian families rely on OTA broadcast television. Lower-income
households likewise depend on free, OTA broadcast signals, with 23 percent of homes with an
annual income of less than $30,000 relying on TV signals solely over the air. Free, over-the-air
broadcast television is critical to these low income households that cannot afford the steep price
of cable and satellite subscriptions. Indeed, those households that have eliminated pay-TV
service report cost-cutting (71 percent) or not enough value for cost (30 percent) as the reason for
doing so.21
Further, even “wired” households rely on the OTA service provided by local
television broadcasters. As the Commission recognized in the NOI, “many MVPD households
receive broadcast television stations over the air on television sets that they have chosen not to

increased by 5.9% for the 12 months ending January 2, 2009, a period during which the
Consumer Price Index increased by just 0.1%).
19

Knowledge Neworks Press Release.

20

Id.

21

Id.
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connect to MVPD service.”22 Of course, even households that choose to connect all of their
television sets to pay-TV services rely on their local broadcasters. Local television stations are
vital and unique providers of local journalism and other locally-oriented services (ever more
important as newspapers continue to struggle), as well as highly valued national network
programming. And broadcast programming is, by far, the most popular programming on
television today.23 Virtually every television household seeks out and relies upon local broadcast
service, regardless of whether that household receives such service over the air, retransmitted by
MVPDs, or both.
Finally, broadcasters nationwide are rolling out Mobile DTV service, which is
competitive with other mobile video offerings and which, by definition, is entirely dependent on
an OTA delivery model. Mobile DTV is a spectrally efficient, robust OTA service that provides
viewers with access to local news and other popular video content on an on-the-go basis. It also
relies on broadcasting’s spectrally efficient, one-to-many architecture to provide viewers with
access to emergency information—even when cellular networks go down or the power goes out.
As the world witnessed with the disastrous tsunami in Japan, Mobile DTV can provide an
essential, almost singular lifeline in times when cellular networks are overburdened or down.
More than 70 stations have commenced providing Mobile DTV service, and the
nationwide roll-out is continuing. One group of broadcasters (the Mobile Content Venture) has
announced plans to provide Mobile DTV service to markets serving 50 percent of the U.S.

22

NOI at para. 36.

23

See supra note 6.

8

population by the end of this year.24 Another group, the Mobile 500 Alliance, includes stations
that reach 92 percent of the U.S. population, and it too is moving forward with Mobile DTV rollout. These efforts are anticipated to result in Mobile DTV being available in more than half of
all television markets by the end of 2011.
C.

Broadcasters Provide a Uniquely Local Service that Is Not Available
Elsewhere in the Media Ecosystem.
As the Commission recognizes in the NOI, broadcasters play an important role in

the provision of local news.25 Local television stations across the country serve the public by
playing a unique role for their viewers: they provide an unparalleled source of local and national
news and information, emergency information and alerts, and entertainment programming
targeted to what is most relevant to the viewers in their communities of license at any given time.
Stations often invest significant resources in the kind of enterprise journalism that simply is not
provided by cable, DBS, or Internet sources. Local reporters serve the needs of their
communities not only by covering the kinds of high-profile stories that may get attention
elsewhere, but also by covering the day-to-day, low profile but essential stories coming out of
city hall, zoning meetings, the school board, and local commercial and community activities. A
2009 study by the Pew Research Center for the People and Press found that 44 percent of
respondents believe that local television stations “do the most to uncover local news stories,” a
percentage significantly higher than was received by other media outlets such as news websites

24

MCV, “Markets,” available at http://www.themcv.com/markets.

25

NOI at para. 44.

9

and newspapers.26 The same study observed that, “television remains the dominant news source
for the public.”27 According to a 2010 survey by Frank N. Magid Associates, 49 percent of
viewers report that local television news is part of their daily routines.28 And 81 percent of those
surveyed reported that local broadcast news was the “most important” news source among local,
network broadcast, and cable TV news, as well as the “most important” source of weather
information.29 Favorability ratings of local television news (73 percent) remain at the top of all
media.30 And despite the emergence of competing online and other media platforms, on a typical
day, 78 percent of Americans still get news from a local television station, making local stations
the “top source of news for Americans.”31
Local broadcasting is particularly critical during times of emergencies, providing
often life-saving coverage of hurricanes, tornadoes, snow storms, wildfires, and earthquakes.
The majority of Americans — 54 percent — rely on their local television station for weather

26

The Pew Research Center for the People & The Press, “Public Evaluations of the News Media:
1985-2009, Press Accuracy Rating Hits Two Decade Low,” at 4 (Sept. 12, 2009) (“Public
Evaluations of the News Media: 1985-2009”).
27

See id. at 4 (stating that 64 percent of respondents report receiving most of their local news
from television and that 71 percent of respondents report that they receive most of their national
and international news from television).

28

“Study: Ads on local TV news drives greater awareness” (Nov. 30, 2010), available at
http://www.rbr.com/media-news/advertising/study-ads-on-local-tv-news-drives-greaterawareness.html.
29

Id.

30

See Public Evaluations of the News Media: 1985-2009, at 11.

31

Pew Research Center, “Understanding the Participatory News Consumer: How Internet and
Cell Phone Users Have Turned News Into A Social Experience,” at 3, 11 (March 1, 2010) (“Pew
Participatory News Consumer Study”).
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coverage.32 In contrast, 20 percent of Americans rely on the Internet and only 19 percent rely on
cable television programming for such information.33 Stations routinely provide around-theclock, multi-day coverage of severe weather events, at extraordinary cost in station resources
(and lost advertising revenue).34
Because the range of television stations’ locally oriented programming has been
described in detail in prior submissions to the Commission,35 we will focus here on just one
recent example of the local service provided by broadcasters: the emergency weather coverage
provided to viewers in Tuscaloosa, Alabama, Joplin, Missouri, and elsewhere in the southeast
during devastating tornadoes that ripped through the region last month.36 As commenters have
noted, in their coverage of these storms, “[r]adio and television stations were instrumental in
saving lives.”37
Local television was the primary source of news about the rapidly
changing afternoon weather patterns [prior to the tornado that hit Tuscaloosa,
32

“Poll finds local television is leading source for weather info” (Jan. 4, 2011), available at
http://www.rbr.com/media-news/poll-finds-local-television-is-leading-source-for-weatherinfo.html.
33

Id.

34

See NAB Future of Media Comments at 16 (reporting, for example, that a station’s hurricane
coverage cost it $160,000 before accounting for lost advertising revenue).

35

See, e.g. Reply Comments of NAB, In the Matter of Broadcast Localism, MB Docket No. 04233, at 7-17 (June 11, 2008) (“NAB Localism Reply Comments”) (providing examples from
local radio and television stations).

36

Price Colman, “Stations Go Multi-Platform To Cover Storms,” TVNewsCheck (May 4, 2011),
available at http://www.tvnewscheck.com/article/2011/05/04/50994/stations-go-multiplatformto-cover-storms.
37

Radio Television Digital News Association, “Radio, TV Stations Show Unparalleled
Commitment While Covering Ala. Tornadoes” (May 25, 2011), available at
http://www.rtdna.org/pages/posts/radio-tv-stations-show-unparalleled-commitment-whilecovering-ala.-tornadoes1361.php.
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Alabama]; not social media or text alerts—television. Social media amplified and
carried the message, but TV meteorologists brought us the info forward.
Though anyone with a computer can access real-time weather data from
most of the same sources as local meteorologist James Spann and company, we
often rely on their televised expertise to know when to hide in the basement. Their
coverage likely saved hundreds of lives.38
Because local stations make significant investments in their ability to provide emergency
weather coverage, local stations have equipment and “boots on the ground” to track and report
on the storms quickly — a time difference that may have saved lives during these recent
disasters.39 Local stations moved into commercial-free mode without hesitation and preempted
popular entertainment programming to provide local viewers around-the-clock coverage.
Recently, a series of tornados tore through Okalahoma City, where “TV forecasters narrated the
twisters’ every turn” and ‘[t]elevision helicopters broadcast live footage while the system
approached the [Oklahoma City] metropolitan area of 1.2 million people — calling out to
specific communities like Piedmont to ‘Take cover now!’”40
There are a great number of examples of how local broadcast stations’ efforts
during these storms saved lives, connected affected viewers to emergency services, and
reconnected family members. As Governor Jay Nixon told Missouri broadcasters last week:
Some of you may have been personally affected by the tornado;
you may have lost friends, neighbors, colleagues, homes and
possessions. But you kept going. On behalf of all the people in the
state of Missouri, I salute your courage, your professionalism and

38

Wade Kwon, “Twisters, Twitter, and You,” Birmingham’s City Paper (May 12, 2011).

39

Id.

40

Chuck Bartels & Kristi Eaton, “TV, Forecasts Eased Tornado Risk in Okla.,” TV NewsCheck
(May 26, 2011).
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your dedication to serving your community throughout this
catastrophe.
Courage, Professionalism, Service to others. These are the
hallmarks of broadcast journalism at its finest. And in the last two
weeks in Missouri, in the aftermath of one of the most destructive
tornadoes in history, I have seen broadcast journalism in its finest
hour. You play a critical role in getting accurate information to the
public when time is of the essence; warning folks of the coming
dangers, helping them prepare and get to safety, and finding help
after the immediate crisis is past.41
Attachment A provides a compilation of many specific examples of stations’ efforts, compiled
by the Radio Television Digital News Association.
While “[l]ocal television was the primary source of news”42 during the storms, the
local service provided by stations was also available through alternative media, including
stations’ websites and through social media tools.43 Accordingly, viewers had access to the
stations’ unparalleled coverage of the storms even if they lost power or had to leave their homes
during the storm. As the roll-out of Mobile DTV continues, viewers will increasingly have
access to these critical services using handheld devices.
II.

REGULATIONS AFFECTING ENTRY AND RIVALRY
As noted above, broadcast stations provide local service to viewers that is unique

and unavailable to viewers through cable networks or alternative media. Yet broadcast stations
are facing increasing competition for advertising dollars from cable, satellite, and Internet

41

Remarks of Gov. Jay Nixon to the Missouri Broadcasters Association, June 3, 2011.

42

Price Colman, “Stations Go Multi-Platform To Cover Storms,” TVNewsCheck (May 4, 2011),
available at http://www.tvnewscheck.com/article/2011/05/04/50994/stations-go-multiplatformto-cover-storms.
43

Id.
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sources and new technologies. Broadcasters can and must adapt to these challenges to continue
making substantial investments in local service. The Commission should not hinder broadcasters
in these efforts by continuing to maintain out-of-date and asymmetric ownership rules that
restrict local stations but not their marketplace competitors.
In addition, the Commission should reject requests from pay television providers
to interfere in the congressionally established marketplace for retransmission consent, which is
an effective, efficient and fair system that benefits consumers, as NAB recently explained in
detail.44 The fees that MVPDs pay to cable networks to carry their programming still dwarf
those paid to more highly rated broadcast stations, showing that there remain distortions in the
market. Moreover, a dual revenue stream supported by both advertising and retransmission
consent revenues is important to broadcast stations’ continued ability to make investments in
local journalism, weather coverage, emergency reporting of life-saving information, and public
affairs programming. In parallel with the emergence of a dual revenue stream, the digital
transition has enabled broadcast stations to deploy spectrum in innovative new ways and to
compete more effectively in the rapidly changing video marketplace, especially the growing
market for mobile video.

44

See Comments of NAB, Amendment of the Commission’s Rules Related to Retransmission
Consent, MB Docket No. 10-71, at 3-9 (May 27, 2011) (NAB Retransmission Consent
Comments).
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A.

The Broadcast Industry Is Highly Decentralized Compared to the MVPD
Industry, But Is Hindered by Outdated and Asymmetric Ownership Rules.
The NOI seeks information about the state of horizontal concentration in the

broadcast industry.45 In contrast to overheated rhetoric about media concentration in some
quarters, the television broadcast industry is largely decentralized, and each television
broadcaster exercises relatively little market power in the market in which it operates. Some
commentators consistently suggest that the media industry generally is highly concentrated.46
Setting aside the normative components of this argument, it is true that some sectors of the media
economy are relatively concentrated. According to a recent SNL Kagan article, as of the fourth
quarter of 2010, 73.4 percent of all multi-channel video subscribers receive service from one of
five providers, and 87.9 percent receive service from one of ten providers.47
The television broadcast market, however, is significantly different. In 2010, the
top ten U.S. broadcast station owners accounted for only 31.2 percent of total television
advertising revenue in the 25 largest markets.48 One must count the top thirty broadcast station
owners to account for 80 percent of industry revenue.49 Increasingly, television broadcasters

45

See NOI at para. 37.

46

See, e.g., Media Access Project, “Media Concentration,” available at
http://www.mediaaccess.org/issues/media-concentration/.
47

SNL Kagan Briefing Book.

48

Jeffrey A. Eisenach & Kevin W. Caves, Declaration & Study, at 8 (May 27, 2011) (attached to
NAB Comments, MB Docket 10-71 (May 27, 2011)) (“Eisenach & Caves Study”); see also id. at
5-10 (explaining in detail that the upstream market for television programming (including
broadcast programming) remains highly competitive, while the downstream market for
distribution of video programming remains highly concentrated among a few major MVPDs).
49

Project for Excellence in Journalism, “2010 Annual Report: Local TV Ownership,” available
at http://stateofthemedia.org/2010/local-tv-summary-essay/ownership/.
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subject to pervasive ownership restrictions compete against video distributors that are not subject
to federal regulation at all. Given the decentralized structure of broadcasting — which ensures
multiple stations per market — as well as the vibrant competition in the broadcast industry, the
Commission should eliminate or reform its outdated, asymmetric ownership rules governing
local broadcasters.
As more and more competitors enter the video marketplace and the choices
available to the public grow, asymmetric rules distort and hinder competition and prevent
broadcasters from pursuing reasonable combinations capable of effective competition. To
successfully compete and serve their communities with high-quality, resource-intensive
programming, broadcasters must have at least a relatively even playing field with their
competitors, including the highly concentrated MVPD industry.50 Moreover, there is no reason
to assume that deregulation would produce change uniformly in the direction of horizontal
concentration — as the Internet video area demonstrates, an unregulated video industry can
remain highly decentralized. Removing artificial barriers to strategic business combinations
merely allows broadcasters to pursue the most sensible arrangements necessary to compete in
today’s marketplace.

50

In 2009, the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals vacated the cable horizontal ownership cap. See
Comcast Corp. v. FCC, 579 F.3d 1 (D.C. Cir. 2009). In 2001, the same court vacated the
vertical cable ownership limits. Time Warner Entm’t Co. v. FCC, 240 F.3d 1126 (D.C. Cir.
2001). Although these rules were mandated by Congress in 1992, see 47 U.S.C. § 533(f),
because of court rulings they have been invalid for a longer period of time than they actually
have been in effect. See NAB Comments, 2010 Quadrennial Regulatory Review of the
Commission’s Broadcast Ownership Rules and Other Rules Adopted Pursuant to Section 202 of
the Telecommunications Act of 1996, MB Docket No. 09-182, at 5 n.9 (July 12, 2010).
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B.

Retransmission Consent is a Marketplace-Based Mechanism That Works as
Congress Intended in All Aspects of the Video Distribution Market.
The retransmission consent system is an essential key to competition in the

MVPD market.51 Because retransmission consent is a marketplace-based mechanism, it works
well in all aspects of the MVPD marketplace. As the Commission previously has recognized,
the creation of the local-into-local DBS retransmission consent regime permitted DBS to obtain
its current competitive position.52 And while it took some time for a market to develop with
respect to the retransmission of broadcast signals on cable systems, that market has begun to
develop over the past several years, thus rendering it possible for stations (facing declining
advertising revenue in the media marketplace overall) to help support their investments in the
production of costly and high value programming.
Broadcasters are, almost without exception, the only participants in the video
marketplace that produce and distribute local journalism, weather, and public affairs
programming, and, as described above, broadcast stations invest substantial resources in
programming that is relevant to the needs and interests of their local communities.53 The
enterprise journalism provided by broadcast stations, in virtually all cases, simply is not available
51

For a more detailed discussion of these issues, please see NAB Retransmission Consent
Comments.

52

See Annual Assessment of the Status of Competition in the Market for the Delivery of Video
Programming, Seventh Annual Report, CS Docket No. 00-132, at paras. 70-73 (Jan. 8, 2001).
(“This year’s significant increase in DBS subscribership has been attributed in part to the
authority granted to DBS providers in late 1999 to offer ‘local-into-local’ service. . . . For the
post-SHIVA period (January-June 2000), DBS operators added an average of 5,706 new
subscribers per month in each DMA, an increase of 43 percent over the pre-SHVIA period.”).
53

See Comments of Joint Broadcasters, Examination of the Future of Media and Information
Needs of Communities in a Digital Age, Gen. Docket No. 10-25 at 3-5 (May 7, 2010); see also
Section I.C, supra.
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from cable, DBS, or Internet sources, except to the extent it is retransmitted from, or otherwise
made available by, local broadcast stations. Broadcasters also invest in and support other
valuable programming, from sports and special events programming to network and syndicated
programming.54
Yet without the ability to negotiate for reasonable retransmission consent
compensation, the unique mix of locally targeted and national programming that broadcast
stations make available to viewers would be jeopardized for OTA audiences and cable and
satellite subscribers, online viewers, and those accessing the programming through new mobile
technologies. Broadcasters would also lose the ability to invest in national sports, entertainment
and news programming, which would migrate, in some cases exclusively, to pay-television.
C.

The Fees Paid by MVPDs to Broadcasters for Retransmission Consent
Remain Far Less Than Those Paid to Less Popular Cable Networks.
The popular, unique and diverse programming that is supported by the

retransmission consent process is available at a bargain value to MVPDs. The NOI invites
comment on the compensation that broadcast stations have negotiated to receive from MVPDs
for retransmission consent.55 In 2009, each ABC, CBS, Fox and NBC affiliated station received,

54

See Reply Comments of National Football League, Petition for Rulemaking to Amend the
Commission’s Rules Governing Retransmission Consent, MB Docket No. 10-71, at 5 (June 3,
2010) (“[T]to air popular programming, such as entertainment, news and sports, broadcasters
must either pay to create it or acquire the rights to it – including NFL games.”); Comments of
CBS Corp., Fox Entertainment Group, Inc. and Fox Television Stations, Inc., NBC Universal,
Inc. and TBC Telemundo License Co., the Walt Disney Company, and Univision
Communications Inc., Petition for Rulemaking to Amend the Commission’s Rules Governing
Retransmission Consent, MB Docket No. 10-71, at 16 (May 18, 2010) (noting retransmission
consent fees support “the higher quality national programming that a station can acquire”).

55

NOI, at para. 42.
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on average, $0.14 per subscriber per month in retransmission consent fees. 56 These rates pale in
comparison to the rates that MVPDs pay for much less popular cable networks. While MVPDs
paid an average of $0.14 per subscriber per month for ABC, CBS, Fox, and NBC affiliated
stations (which received averaged ratings of 5.185 per channel during the November 2009
sweeps), MVPDs paid an average of $1.49 per channel for the most popular cable networks
(which received averaged ratings of just 2.186 per channel during the same period). A simple
chart illuminates the vast disparity between the prices paid by MVPDs for cable networks versus
broadcast programming, and the ratings that each of these channels garner:

Program Source
Top 4 Cable Networks
by License Fee
Top 4 Cable Networks
by Ratings
Big 4 Networks
(ABC, CBS, FOX, and NBC)

Ratings (Nov. 2009 sweeps)
5.772 for all four
1.443 average for one channel
8.743 for all four
2.186 average for one channel
20.738 for all four
5.185 average for one channel

Average Per-Subscriber Fee
$8.32 for all four
$2.08 average for one channel
$5.95 for all four
$1.49 average for one channel
$0.56 for all four
$0.14 average for one channel

Sources: SNL Kagan, Economics of Basic Cable Networks 2009, and Nielsen Media Research, as cited in Opposition of the
Broadcaster Associations at Section V.

In other words, MVPDs paid more than 10 times the per-subscriber fee for cable networks that
were less than half as popular as the broadcast network channels.57
Independent analysts recognize that the emergence of retransmission consent
payments “was a rational, needed, fundamental change to the economic relationships in the
industry to bring broadcast networks more on par with cable networks, especially given the much

56

See Opposition of the Broadcaster Associations, Petition for Rulemaking to Amend the
Commission’s Rules Governing Retransmission Consent, MB Docket No. 10-71, at Section V
(May 18, 2010) (“Opposition of the Broadcaster Associations”).
57

See Opposition of the Broadcaster Associations, at Section V.
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higher viewing levels of broadcast networks.”58 However, the ongoing disparity in payments
makes clear that MVPDs are still paying broadcasters artificially low rates as compared to cable
networks.59 Retransmission consent fees also are miniscule in comparison to the overall
programming costs and revenues of MVPDs. In particular, a recent economic analysis found
that, in 2010, retransmission consent fees were approximately six tenths of one percent of
surveyed cable multiple system operator revenues.60
D.

Broadcasters Are Developing Services to Compete in the Rapidly Changing
Video Marketplace, Especially the Marketplace for Mobile Video.
The completion of the transition to digital television by full-power broadcasters

has increased the competiveness and efficiency of television broadcasting. With digital
broadcasting, broadcasters are deploying spectrum in innovative new ways, including by offering
crystal-clear HD programming services, diverse multicast services, and Mobile DTV service.
Broadcasters’ use of spectrum also is efficient and effective because broadcasting relies on a
“one-to-many” infrastructure: popular video programming can be distributed to hundreds of
thousands and even to millions of viewers without the slow-downs or outages that constrain oneto-one systems.61 Policies that would diminish the capabilities of local stations to serve

58

SNL Kagan, “The Economics of Retransmission for Broadcasters and Cable MSOs,” at 3
(2010).
59

See id. at 8.

60

Eisenach & Caves Study at 22.

61

For more on broadcasters’ effective use of spectrum, see Comments of NAB and MSTV,
Innovation in the Broadcast Television Bands: Allocations, Channel Sharing and Improvements
to VHF, ET Docket No. 10-235, at 11-14 (Mar. 18, 2011) (“Broadcast Innovation Comments”);
Reply Comments of NAB and MSTV, Innovation in the Broadcast Television Bands:
Allocations, Channel Sharing and Improvements to VHF, ET Docket No. 10-235, at 12-14 (Apr.
25, 2011).
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viewers—such as “repacking” the television band in a manner that would increase interference,
reduce service areas, or constrain the ability of broadcasters to innovate and offer new services—
would diminish competition (especially in mobile video), consumer choice, and the health of our
country’s vibrant broadcasting service.
III.

BROADCAST TELEVISION SERVICES
A.

The Digital Transition Has Permitted Broadcasters to Deploy Diverse
Multicast Services to their Communities.
The NOI seeks information concerning broadcasters’ use of new digital

opportunities to provide multiple linear channels of programming.62 Broadcasters increasingly
are using multicast channels and offering Mobile DTV services to provide diverse and
competitive programming options to viewers, including foreign-language offerings, 24-hour
educational programming for children, and highly localized channels that target and serve the
specific needs of individual communities.
According to SNL Kagan, “[a]t the end of 2008… roughly one-third [of stations]
were delivering programming on a secondary digital channel. After the digital switchover June
12, 2009, that figure grew to more than 60% of all full-power TV stations broadcasting content
on secondary channels or multicasting. . . . As of the end of 2010, that percentage of commercial
multicasting stations has increased to 71% . . . doubling the channel options for viewers with
1,240 additional digital channels . . . .” 63 In total, by the end of 2010, the number of digital
channels provided by broadcasters (including HD channels, multicast channels, and Mobile DTV
62

NOI at para. 41.

63

Justin Nielson, “TV Stations Multiplatform Analysis ’11 Update: Multicasting Expands
Programming Options, Mobile DTV Goes Live,” Broadcast Investor (SNL Kagan, Jan. 27,
2011).
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channels) “jumped to 2,518.”64 Many multicast channels also serve Hispanic audiences
specifically—as of the end of 2010, broadcasters were offering 142 Spanish-language networkaffiliated multicast channels.65 And broadcasters are continuing to roll out new services, such as
Bounce TV, a new multicast network aimed at serving African American audiences.66
B.

The Digital Transition Has Fostered the Development of Mobile DTV.
The roll-out of Mobile DTV also will enable viewers to receive live, local

broadcast television programming—including local news, weather, sports, emergency
information, and entertainment programming—on a mobile basis, on any Mobile DTV capable
device. World-class consumer electronics manufacturers such as Samsung and Dell are working
with broadcasters to develop Mobile DTV capable tablets, cell phones, laptop computers,
netbooks, and other devices. Mobile DTV will be a reality for more than half of U.S. television
markets by the end of this year.
C.

Broadcasters Compete Effectively in a Difficult Marketplace for Advertising.
The NOI asks for data on trends in spot and local advertising for local broadcast

stations, as well as general information on the competitiveness of the advertising market.67 As
discussed previously and as the Commission suggests in referencing the changing advertising
64

Id.

65

See Justin Nielson, “TV Stations Multiplatform Analysis ’11 Update: Multicasting Expands
Programming Options, Mobile DTV Goes Live,” Broadcast Investor (SNL Kagan) (Jan. 27,
2011).
66

As one of its executives reported, “the more than 14 million African American TV households
have just a few dedicated cable channels – and no over-the-air networks…. Bounce TV will fill
the need for an over-the-air television network exclusively for African Americans.” Jon
Lafayette, “EXCLUSIVE: Bounce TV, New Broadcast Net Aimed at African Americans, To
Launch in Fall,” Broadcasting & Cable (Apr. 3, 2011).

67

See NOI at para. 42.
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landscape,68 broadcasters face unprecedented levels of competition for advertising dollars.
Between 2002 and 2008, cable revenue from local advertising — advertising for which cable
competes directly with local broadcasters — increased by 60 percent, and revenue rose for cable
local advertising even in the recession year of 2009.69 The market for online advertising has
similarly exploded even in the face of the recession; the Interactive Advertising Bureau reports
that Internet advertising revenues for the first half of 2010 climbed to a record-high $12.1
billion.70 Numerous studies have shown the substitutability of various types of media outlets and
platforms for advertising purposes.71 It is the growth of this broad range of substitutable

68

NOI at para. 42.

69

See Pew Center for Project for Excellence in Journalism, 2010 Annual Report: Local TV
Economics, available at http://stateofthemedia.org/2010/local-tv-summary-essay/economics/.

70

See Interactive Advertising Bureau, “Internet Ad Revenues Break Records, Climb to More
Than $12 Billion for First Half of ’10” (Oct. 12, 2010), available at
http://www.iab.net/about_the_iab/recent_press_releases/press_release_archive/press_release/pr101210.
71

See, e.g., Mark W. Frank, “Media Substitution in Advertising: A Spirited Case Study,” 26
International Journal of Industrial Organization 308, 311 (2008), available at
http://ssrn.com/abstract=1260968 (finding that many of the advertising media used by liquor
brands are highly substitutable); Avi Goldfarb & Catherine Tucker, “Advertising Bans and the
Substitutability of Online and Offline Advertising,” (May 4, 2010), available at
http://ssrn.com/abstract=1600221 (concluding that online advertising substitutes for offline
advertisements with respect to alcoholic beverage advertisements); Adam Thierer & Grant
Eskelsen, Progress and Freedom Foundation, “Media Metrics: The True State of the Modern
Media Marketplace,” at 23 (2008) (discussing increasing substitution among media outlets in
today’s marketplace); Robert Ekelund, Jr. et al., “Are Local TV Markets Separate Markets?,” 7
Int’l J. Econ. Bus. 79, 91-92 (2000) (finding that, at the local level, television advertising is not a
distinct antitrust market because “radio and newspaper advertising are substitutes for TV
advertising”).
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mediums for advertising that led the Project for Excellence in Journalism to quote an ad
executive as describing the ad market as being in “chaos.”72
Despite the continuing growth in competition, broadcast advertising has improved
following the recent severe recession. One study found that ad revenue for local television grew
by 17 percent in 2010.73 TVB reports that spot TV advertising was up 23.5 percent in 2010
compared to 2009.74 Spot advertising grew far more than network, syndication, or cable — TVB
describes it as having “dominated” growth.75
D.

Local Broadcasters Provide Communities Local News, Weather, and Public
Affairs Programming That Would Otherwise Not Be Available in the Video
Marketplace.
As noted above, the Nation’s television broadcasters provide viewers with an

unparalleled source of local and national news and vital emergency information and alerts. Even
in the face of declining advertising revenues, television stations have increased the number of
hours per week of news programming.76 In 2009, the amount of news on the average television

72

Cathy Taylor and the Project for Excellence in Journalism, State of the News Media 2008,
available at http://stateofthemedia.org/2008/special-reports-the-future-of-advertising/ (“State of
the News Media 2008”).
73

Deborah Potter, Katerina-Eva Matsa & Amy Mitchell, Pew Research Center Project for
Excellence in Journalism, The State of the News Media 2011 (“State of the News Media 2011”),
“Key Findings,” available at http://stateofthemedia.org/2011/overview-2/key-findings/.
74

TVB, Advertising Revenue Comparison in Television, http://www.tvb.org/trends/4705.

75

Id.

76

Bob Papper, RTDNA/Hofstra University, “2010 TV and Radio Staffing and News Profitability
Survey,” summarized at www.rtdna.org/pages/media_items/2010-tv-and-radio-news-staffingandprofitability-survey1943.php?id=1943 (“2010 Papper/RTDNA Study”); Bob Papper,
RTDNA/Hofstra University “TV and Radio Staffing and News Profitability Survey
2009,”(“2009 Papper/RTDNA Study”), available at
www.rtdna.org/media/pdfs/research/TV%20and%20Radio%20Staffing%20and%20Profitability.
(continued…)
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station rose to a record high of five hours per weekday (up from the prior year’s record 4.6
hours) notwithstanding declines in staff.77 Over the past four years, airtime for news has
increased an average of 20 percent.78 A number of stations have launched early morning (4:30
a.m. or 5:00 a.m. newscasts) over the past year, and a recent Pew Research Center Project for
Excellence in Journalism report found that the number of markets with newscasts starting at 4:30
a.m. more than doubled over the course of 2010.79 (This corresponds with an increase in
viewership for stations; in the past five years, the number of households that have a TV set on at
4:30 a.m. has doubled, from 8 percent to 16 percent.80) A number of stations also have
introduced newscasts in a 7 p.m. news slot, providing local news to a substantial subset of
viewers who are not home in time for the traditional early evening newscasts.81
Empirical evidence shows that, from 1999 to 2009, despite advancing technology,
increasing competition, and major fluctuations in economic outlook, average annual spending by
broadcasters on news as a portion of overall expenses has remained remarkably steady.82 Over
that period, average spending per year on news as a portion of total expenses among ABC, CBS,

pdf (“[T]he amount of news on the average station soared to a new record – up an average half
hour each weekday to 4.6 hours.”).
77

See 2010 Papper/RTDNA Study.

78

Id.

79

State of the News Media 2011, “Local TV: By the numbers,” available at
http://stateofthemedia.org/2011/local-tv-essay/data-page-3/ (“Stations in 69 markets had news on
the air in that time slot in 2010, according to a PEJ analysis of Nielsen data and news reports.
That compares to 28 markets the year before. Not surprisingly, viewership has shot up as well,
up more than 50% in just one year.”)
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State of the News Media 2011, “Local TV: Good News After the Fall.”
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Id.
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See Television Station News Expense Data 1998-2008 (Attachment B).
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Fox, and NBC stations consistently has been between 25.3 to 27.5 percent, and among all
stations the figure consistently has been between 21.9 and 24.4 percent.83 Indeed, despite the
recession, these ratios have risen each year from 2007 to 2009.84 In total, local television
stations produce over a million hours of original local news per year.85
Likely because of this consistent investment in news programming, “local stations
remain Americans’ No. 1 television news choice. Half of all Americans say they watch regularly
and they have more choices than ever of when and where to watch it.”86 This high viewership
translates into advertising; local news advertising dollars (which tracks viewership) contribute on
average close to 45 percent of station revenue.87
Moreover, broadcast stations are increasingly using innovative digital tools to
improve their local service. As noted below, broadcast station websites are expanding their use
of broad-based, multimedia platforms that include video, user-generated content, and special
features created solely for the Internet. Stations employ a wide range of interactive devices to
engage and expand their audiences, such as blogs that permit broadcasters to supplement their
on-air coverage and allow reporters to provide extra information and insights. Stations are using
live webcams to provide up-to-the-minute traffic and weather information. They have embraced
83

Id.

84

Id.

85

See NAB Future of Media Comments at 37 (citing “The Economic Realities of Local
Television News — 2010: A Report for the National Association of Broadcasters,” at 10-12 (Apr.
2010)) (noting that surveyed stations produced an average of 26.6 hours of local news
programming per week and an additional 27.2 hours per year of emergency journalism and
special news programming (e.g., candidate forums)).

86

State of the News Media 2011, “Local TV: Good News After the Fall.”

87

Id.
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mobile tools such as applications for the iPhone, Android devices and Blackberries to better
connect with tech-savvy audiences. They also are turning to social media, such as Facebook,
Twitter, and YouTube, to interact with local communities. By incorporating user-generated
content into their sites, broadcasters are able to provide a widely-viewed and effective platform
for citizen journalists, and enabling citizens to participate in the news process.88
E.

More National And Local News Programming Is Available Online Now Than
Ever.
More television programming is available online than ever before. This array of

programming includes prime-time network programming available through online video
distributors as well as local programming available through local websites and mobile sites.
Given the unique local service provided by broadcast stations, it is perhaps no surprise that the
websites provided by local broadcasters are now the most popular websites for local
journalism.89 Stations are making serious investments in their websites and broad-based,
multimedia platforms in order to better serve consumers.
According to a recent survey conducted for NAB, some television stations in the
top 25 markets spend over $1 million annually just for news production on their websites.90
Respondent stations typically employ two or three full-time web producers, and many produce

88

“[N]ews is becoming a participatory activity, as people contribute their own stories and
experiences and post their reactions to events.” Pew Participatory News Consumer Study at 40.

89

According to the Television Advertising Bureau, 33.4 percent of adults 18 and older turn to
local broadcast television websites for local news. The next most popular local website for news
are those run by local newspapers, at 25.7 percent. See TVB, Nielsen Media Research Custom
Survey 2008, available at
www.tvb.org/mediacomparisons/39_AMW_Website_News.asp?mod=R.

90

See Attachment B of NAB Future of Media Comments, at 20.
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extra newscasts exclusively for website distribution.91 For example, one station produces three
5-minute newscasts for posting online, while another station reports that it posts an additional
10-minute mid-day newscast and intra-day updates of 2 minutes each.92 Online advertising
makes up 5 percent of local TV advertising revenue and is a growth area for local TV news
stations.93 A recent survey found that local TV news video is on par with broadcast network
entertainment programming in popularity for online viewing (31 percent versus 32 percent) and
ahead of cable news (25 percent).94
Station websites also permit hyper-local news coverage. For example, Raycom
Media and DataSphere Technologies announced in March 2010 that they would be rolling out
neighborhood-focused websites in the communities served by Raycom’s television stations.95
The highly localized websites will provide community-specific news and information, and will
enable local business to target advertising efficiently and effectively.96 DataSphere’s similar
collaboration with Fisher Communications already has proven successful, with 30 community

91

Id. at 20-21.

92

Id. at 21.

93

See State of the News Media 2011, “Local TV: By the numbers” (“According to Borrell
Associates, local stations brought in $1.34 billion from online advertising in 2010, an 8%
increase from the year before. . . . Stations also captured a larger share of local online advertising
– just under 10%, according to the Borrell data.”)
94

“Study: Ads on local TV news drives greater awareness” (Nov. 30, 2010), available at
http://www.rbr.com/media-news/advertising/study-ads-on-local-tv-news-drives-greaterawareness.html.
95

See “Raycom Goes Hyper-Local With Station Websites,” Radio Business Report/Television
Business Report (March 3, 2010).

96

See id.
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sites already up and running just for the Portland area97 and 43 neighborhood websites launched
for the Seattle area.98 Gannett Broadcasting has introduced “hyperlocal websites” in 10 DMAs
in which it owns TV stations to feature neighborhood news and user-generated content through
video and other online content. Gannett has rolled out 40 such community-focused web sites in
Tampa, Florida, in coordination with its station, WTSP-TV.99
F.

Joint-Sales, Shared-Services, and Local-Marketing Agreements Have
Allowed Stations to Remain Competitive and to Better Serve their Viewers—
Particularly in Smaller Markets.
As broadcasters have told the Commission in numerous other proceedings, the

operational efficiencies afforded by JSAs, SSAs, and LMAs have allowed broadcasters “to
maintain and even expand local news on many stations”100 — even during a period when “news
staffing is down throughout the [broadcasting] industry,”101 where advertising revenue in all
television markets has fallen by 25 percent,102 and where 12 broadcasters, many of whom

97

See M. Malone, “Raycom to Debut Hyper-Local Community Sites,” Broadcasting & Cable
(April 4, 2010).

98

See Communications Daily for August 19, 2009, at 11.

99

Linda Moss, “Gannett Tests Hyperlocal Model in Tampa,” Net News Check (May 11, 2011).

100

Reply Comments of the Coalition to Preserve Local TV Broadcasting, 2010 Quadrennial
Regulatory Review of the Commission’s Broadcast Ownership Rule, MB Docket No. 09-182, at iiiiv (July 26, 2010) (“Coalition to Preserve Local TV Broadcasting Reply Comments”). Samemarket ownership, though much more limited than JSAs, SSAs and LMAs due to the
Commission’s restrictive local ownership rule, has had a similar effect. See Comments of the
Coalition for Smaller Market Television Stations, 2010 Quadrennial Regulatory Review of the
Commission’s Broadcast Ownership Rule, MB Docket No. 09-182, at 8-9 (July 12, 2010).
101
Comments of the NAB, 2010 Quadrennial Regulatory Review of the Commission’s Broadcast
Ownership Rule, MB Docket No. 09-182, Attachment B: The Economic Realities of Television
News—2010, at 15 (July 12, 2010).
102

Project for Excellence in Journalism, The State of the News Media: An Annual Report on
American Journalism, at 9 (2010), available at http://stateofthemedia.org/printchapter/?print)_id=355.
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operated in smaller- and medium-size markets, filed for bankruptcy in 2009 alone.103 Further,
these arrangements have “enhance[d] the provision of … emergency journalism and other
services”104 and assisted smaller-market stations with their digital TV roll-outs.105 And in past
years, small-market stations that entered into an LMA increased their audience share by an
average of 3.2 points.106 These arrangements thus positively impact both television stations’
ability to compete and the public interest benefits these stations provide their viewers.
Specific examples illustrate the point:
 In Baton Rouge, Louisiana (DMA # 94), a JSA and SSA between ComCorp’s
WGMB and Knight Broadcasting’s WVLA has permitted the two stations to
produce two local newscasts where neither station provided any local news prior
to entering the agreements in 2007.107
 In Providence, Rhode Island—New Bedford, Massachusetts (DMA #48), a
grandfathered LMA permitted the arrangement’s weaker station to relaunch its
nightly 45-minute 10 p.m. news broadcast, as well as a 15-minute sports wrap
covering local high school and college sports.108
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Notice of Inquiry, 2010 Quadrennial Regulatory Review of the Commission’s Broadcast
Ownership Rule, MB Docket No. 09-182, at para. 8 (May 25, 2010); see also Price Coleman,
“TV Groups Cope with Leverage Troubles,” TV Newsday (Mar. 4, 2009), available at
www.tvnewscheck.com/articles/2009/03/04/daily.4/.
104

NAB Reply Comments, 2010 Quadrennial Regulatory Review of the Commission’s
Broadcast Ownership Rule, MB Docket No. 09-182, at 19 (July 26, 2010).
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Comments of LIN, Raycom, Waterman, and Montclair, 2002 Biennial Regulatory Review –
Review of the Commission’s Broadcast Ownership Rules and Other Rules Adopted Pursuant to
Section 202 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, MB Docket No. 02-277, at 30-33 (Jan. 2,
2003).
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Coalition to Preserve Local TV Broadcasting Reply Comments at 10-11.
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Comments of Coalition Broadcasters, 2002 Biennial Regulatory Review – Review of the
Commission’s Broadcast Ownership Rules and Other Rules Adopted Pursuant to Section 202 of
the Telecommunications Act of 1996, MB Docket No. 02-277 et al., at 32-22 (Jan. 2, 2003).
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 In Fort Wayne, Indiana (DMA #107), a JSA and SSA have permitted Granite’s
WISE-TV to preserve its weekend newscast, and both stations in the arrangement
have added more live local news.109
 In Joplin, Missouri (DMA #147), a JSA and SSA between Nexstar and Mission
permitted the signal of Nexstar’s KSNF to continue on the air when its main tower
collapsed on its studio facilities due to high winds. KSNF’s news staff relocated
to the studio of Mission’s KODE, and KODE used its D-2 channel to carry the
KSNF signal during the latter station’s rebuild of its tower.110
 And in Amarillo, Texas (DMA #131), a JSA and SSA enabled Nexstar to add a
new 9 p.m. newscast to its KAMR-TV.111
IV.

ONLINE VIDEO
The NOI notes that an increasing amount of video programming is being made

available over the Internet.112 As the Commission has identified, video content is available
online through branded broadcast networks, broadcast television stations, and cable networks, as
well as “standalone” services such as Netflix, iTunes, Vudu, and Hulu.113 These distributors use
a variety of distribution models, including subscription, advertising, and pay-per-view. This has
resulted in an increased diversity of video programming and distribution options for consumers.
In particular, the availability of on-demand programming through these varied services, coupled
with broadcasters’ free OTA linear television signals (both primary and, increasingly, multicast),
is making possible a cord-cutting phenomenon.114
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Although the FCC previously has monitored the presence and status of video
offerings on the Internet, it has never before created specific designations or definitions for the
many and varied online video offerings. Indeed, the scope of the FCC’s jurisdiction over such
services is not entirely clear. These are nascent offerings using diverse technologies and
business models that provide different types of consumer experiences and serve different markets
for online video. It would be premature to create categories of online video services based on
these quickly evolving offerings.115 At this early stage, the FCC risks being over- or underinclusive, potentially grouping together services that are dissimilar or that transform in
unexpected ways. It does not make sense for the Commission to create a comprehensive
classification system for online video in the absence of clear jurisdiction, a public policy need,
and appropriate administrative procedures.
*

*

*

Without question, the video marketplace is intensely competitive. Both viewers
and advertisers have more choices today than at any time in the history of the broadcasting
industry. Broadcasters compete against one another, as well as against cable, DBS and telco
system channels selling local and national advertising, and an expanding array of online and
mobile competitors. Yet, broadcasters continue to be the sole participants in the video
marketplace that produce local news, sports and emergency programming, the essential nature of
which has been demonstrated over and over this year. Broadcasters’ service to viewers
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continues to expand through increasingly diverse, free-to-air multicast channels, as well as the
widespread deployment of Mobile DTV. We urge the Commission not to undermine the
competitiveness of the video marketplace by altering the congressionally-created free market for
the retransmission of broadcast signals, and to recognize that competition can be fostered by
remedying outdated and asymmetric ownership restrictions.
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